
Corbus Pharmaceuticals Appoints Anne Altmeyer, PhD to Board of Directors

Corbus Pharmaceuticals Holdings, Inc, an immunology company announced the appointment of Anne Altmeyer, PhD, MBA, MPH to its board of
directors.  

"Anne is a dynamic leader with a proven track record of advancing R&D programs and creating corporate value through successful business
development transactions," said Alan Holmer, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Corbus. "Her corporate development expertise and oncology
R&D experience will be invaluable to Corbus as we advance and expand our pipeline. We are excited to welcome Anne to our board."  

Dr. Altmeyer is currently the President and CEO of TigaTx, Inc. She previously served as the Chief Business Officer of Sigilon Therapeutics and
Adicet Bio. Dr. Altmeyer also held roles of increasing responsibility in corporate development and program management over 15 years across
large pharmaceutical organizations. Specifically, Dr. Altmeyer served as Vice President in Global Business Development at Baxalta and Vice
President in Oncology Business Development and Companion Diagnostics at Novartis. Dr. Altmeyer began her industry career in program
management roles at Merck & Company. She received her PhD from the University Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg, France, and did her postdoctoral
fellowships at New York University and Cornell University Medical College in New York City. She also has an MBA from Rutgers University and
a Masters in Public Health from the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, in New Jersey.

Dr. Altmeyer said, "I am honored to join the Corbus Board and I look forward to working with the Corbus Team and the Board toward advancing
the mission of developing new immune-oncology therapeutics for cancer patients." Yuval Cohen, Chief Executive Officer of Corbus added,
"Having Anne join us provides Corbus with a valuable resource. Her decades of experience in oncology drug development and business
strategy will help guide Corbus through the execution of our expanding pipeline and the partnerships we will need to establish to do so."
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